
 R100H. R250H. Battery-operated tungsten lights...
                          ... with incomparable lighting performance.

Reporter 100H. For 12V
operation.

The Reporter 100H
supplies ideal light for
CCD cameras. The
ergonomically designed
12V/4.5 Ah and 7 Ah
Sachtler
Belt-Packs  are
available to power the
tungsten battery lights.
Using the 4.5 Ah battery,
you can operate the
fixture for over 30
minutes. The 7 Ah version
powers both camera and
fixture for about 30
minutes. If you operate
just the fixture alone,
the 7 Ah version gives
you a running time of
about one hour.

Reporter 250H.
The top of the line
in 30V halogen.
Sachtler’s Reporter 250H
has led the pack in 30V
powered tungsten lights
for some time. Its wide-
area illumination provi-
des for brilliant
pictures even with the
daylight filter inserted.

Whether hand-held or
camera-mounted, Sachtler
battery-operated halogen
lights offer unsurpassed
lighting performance.
Your bulb is safely
located behind an
integrated multicoated
protective glass.
Removable 4-leaf
barndoors can be rotated.
Both lights provide for
precise focussing in the
1:4 to 1:5.5 range. The
handle is equipped with
an integrated camera
mount and a compartment
for your spare bulb. Both
lights have a series of
LED's customised to the
Sachtler Belt-Pack
systems for displaying
the remaining battery
capacity. The LED's warn
users when the battery is
low, long before the unit
shuts down due to a
discharged battery. A
sturdy kit case has room
for everything you need,
anytime you want it.

Reporter 100H
Code No. R100H
Weight fixture 550g
Weight barndoor: 150g
Cable length 2m
Stand mount: In camera accessory

shoe,1/4”threded hole or
with accessories

Socket GX6.35
Bulb: LIF-Code: A1/215, ANSI-

Code:FCR
LCL*: 30mm,z.B.Osram HLX 64625
Light output in Lux
With distance in m 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00

Spot 17°: 3440 1530 860 550 380 280

Flood 44°: 630 280 160 100 70 50

Sachtler chargers.
Charging batteries
easily, quickly, and
safely.

switching. The
microprocessor-controlled
speed charger functions
automatically, regulates
the charging current
depending on temperature
and present discharge
state of the battery, and
recovers deep discharged
cells. It can charge a
12V battery in just an
hour and, once the bat-
tery is fully charged,
automatically switches to
trickle charge mode. 30V
Belt-Packs  with 4.5 and
7Ah are usually charged
within 2 or 3 hours. For
continuous operation,

you can use the PowerPack
300 to directly power the
Reporter 250H -just like
any other battery-powered
light in the Sachtler
line -from the mains.

The PowerPack300 power
supply turns any battery-
operated fixture into a
mains-operated one.

Using Sachtler
Speedcharger. your
battery will be up and
running again in the
shortest possible time.
Anywhere in the world.

You can use the Sachtler
Charger 12AS or the
Speedcharger to charge
your batteries. With its
mains and charging indi-
cators, the Charger 12AS
is ideal for charging 12V
batteries overnight. You
are independent and
mobile, thanks to
automatic mains voltage
selection and the
charger's light overall
weight. Regardless of
where you are.

The Sachtler Charger 12AS
- for charging 12V
BeltPacks overnight.

Regardless of where you
go. When you need a
faster option, the
microprocessor-controlled
Speedcharger can charge
your batteries in the
shortest possible time.
It can be used for 12 and
30V Belt-Pack  batteries
without

Reporter 250H
Code No. R250H
Weight fixture 550g
Weight barndoor: 150g
Cable length 2m
Mount: In camera accessory

shoe,1/4”threded hole or
with accessories

Socket GX6.35
Bulb: ANSI-Code:EPL
LCL*: 22mm,z.B.Sylvania 61454
Light output in Lux
With distance in m 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00

Spot 20°: 9380 4170 2340 1500 1040 770

Flood 44°: 2500 1110 630 400 280 200
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